Abstract-Control concepts for mobile service robots are a key technologies for future robots are evaluated. In this paper the issue in robotic research. With the use of mobile robots in the proposed concepts have been designed for a tiny two-wheel domestic area, further challenges entails new designs facilitating driven robot called Tinyphoon, which preliminary generations efficient control concepts for fast motion with reduced compu-. . '
efficient control concepts for fast motion with reduced compu-.
. ' tational capacity. This paper presents motion control designed [1] were playing soccer in the MlroSOT league. Meanwhile for an autonomously acting two-wheel driven robot, which fits the robot is being advanced to a fully autonomous robot. The in a cuboid with 75x75x150mm. Due to the outstanding design robot's components are distributed over several units, whereas of mechanical and electrical components, the robot is capable the motion unit performs main tasks of motion control. In the to perform high precision movements up to a speed of 2.5m/s, following, an introduction of the Tinyphoon's system architec- In this paper the control concept of the Tinyphoon' robot is implementation to meet a series of challenges:
described. Motion control is a main issue in robotics. Today . Autonomous behavior requires "intelligence" integrated the major contingent of robots deployed over the world is in the robot itself.
for industrial use. With new application fields in domestic
. In order to achieve highly dynamic behavior of the robot, area a new generation of robots has become evident. These fast processing of essential information is necessary. robots face new challenges in mobility and cost efficiency in . As processing power for data processing is limited, senaddition to industrial applications. Especially recognition and sory data has to be reduced to a extracted set of relevant motion control systems of industrial robots, e.g. inserted for information for recognition processes.
assembling processes in a factory site, are often controlled . Low power consumption of processor hardware repremanually or by automatic control system possessing additional sents a strong limitation for all mechanical equipment, computational power. Therefore these robots can fulfill tasks e.g. sensors and electric drive. in real-time without facing severe limitations in energy con-. However, for motion control the feedback from the motors' both images are representing the same color for one object. encoder, acceleration and gyro sensors are used. The dynamic change of the camera resolution and a smaller search window in the image allows to system to work at least W §sion
World Modell with a frequency between 5 and 20Hz. to its given target using the motion data from the navigation. output.
IV. VISION SYSTEM
The vision system integrated in Tinyphoon allows the robot to detect edges, lines, spheres and plane rectangles in an 3D
The World Model Repository (WMR) serves as an interface space. Spheres and rectangles are handled as objects and must between the sensor data providing units (vision and motion) be predefined in an object model. The vision system can and the movement position calculation. As described in Seclocalize objects relative to the position of the robot. Objects tion IV the vision unit provides relative position of predefined are identified in the image plane first by their color. An exact colored geometric objects like an orange golf ball. From detection will be applied exclusively in the local area around the motion unit odometric data from the internal sensors is the corresponding color blob. A shape model extracted with provided. Based upon the data from the WMR a new target is the aid of the object model represents the 2D projection of calculated. Afterwards the designated movement is transmitted objects. Based on this shape model the search algorithm for a to the motion unit and as feedback to the WMR.
local area of a blob is selected to determine the correspondence Data provided by the WMR adapted for the application field between the blob and an object. Similar to [4] the dataflow is of robot soccer can be divided into two categories: used to rate detected objects so that an accuracy value can give . Static data: Static data do not change during the game information how appropriate the detection was. Fig. 5 shows consisting of the shape and coloring of the playground, the flow-chart of the program used in the vision system. The the ball, the teammates and the opponents. Also inforknown weakness of this approach, which has been reported in mation like maximum speed, number of robots per team the majority of similar hardware designs e.g. [5] , [6] and [7] belongs to this category. is the limited Li cache of the used controllers. This problem . Dynamic data: As the ball and all robots change their can be avoided by an extensive use of the DMA controller position during the game, they have to be estimated and to hold only the necessary data in the Li cache. The used predictedusing sensor data and estimation algorithms like Analog Devices Blackfin BF56] DSP is a dual core digital Kalman filter [9] or particle filter. The position contains signal processor which allows to process two captured images the axis m,y, the heading and the quality of the position of the stereo system at the same time. An edge depth map estimation q.
builds the base to extract 3D lines by using a line algorithm
In case the shape of the opponents is not known in similar to [8] . A manual calibration of the exposure time, advance, the data have to be handled as dynamic data, black/white balance and other camera settings is essential that too.
ICM 2006 * IEEE 3rd International Conference on Mechatronics closest position to the borders where it is for sure within the borders. 0 will be reached at the opposite point outside of the playground. Fig. 7 shows such a grid where black represents I and white 06, the levels of gray represent a value between 0 and 1. update for several estimation rounds are treated as unknown.
To enhance reliability and availability of position data, inUnlike robots, the ball has a linear movement, which allows formation exchange among the teammates may be introduced. a position estimation and prediction even without new sensor VI. COMMUNICATION information. Because of this and the fact that the ball is the most important object of a unique shape, the ball position will
The Tinyphoon is equipped with a communication system be estimated at any time.
that interconnects all units. Since the robot acts autonomously The generated dynamic position data is stored in position low considering each subsystem on its own to increase the vectors whereas the a priori knowledge about the shape of flexibility and the reusability of the system. the robots and the playground is stored using geometric rep- in a period of time inhibits the communication completely.
To overcome the effects of wheel slip or bumps (causing disHence, the behavior of the subsystems is only defined in the continuous ground contact), which introduces a non-systematic functional domain but it remains undefined in the temporal error into odometry, inertial data is used only transiently during domain and the system lacks temporal composability [12] . periods where odometric measurements seem to be unreliable. Therefore, a real-time communication system is necessary to Aside from these periods, odometric measurement is used allow a global scheduling of the communication.
exclusively, because it is not affected by drift and has little bias when properly calibrated, [15] , [18] . The novelty in the used B. Benefits of Real-time Communication approach is the usage of both gyro and acceleration sensors to
The modular design of the subsystems in both, the value and transiently substitute for wheel encoder data when necessary, the time domain guarantees the derivation of full functionality thus enabling reliable side-slip angle estimation and tangential of communication when enhancing the architecture adding a slip detection and ultimately allowing for slip control [19] . new subsystem. Moreover a unit can be exchanged by another, that performs the same service in a different way without B. Trajectory Tracking Control revalidating the communication.
The kinematics of the unicycle-type mobile robot are a The assignment of data packets to a specific time slot can classical example of a nonholonomic nonlinear control system, be used as an implicit time stamp that is valid throughout the also called nonholonomic integrator (NHI), [20] . It was first cluster. A global time base can be established for synchroniz-shown by Brockett in [21] , that this type of system cannot ing all subsystems (e.g. the current state of the motion unit can be stabilised by continuous, time-invariant feedback, although be recorded at the same moment as the vision unit captures an it is controllable in a nonlinear sense. Furthermore, it can be image). Fusing this synchronized data is much simpler than shown using a methodology by Isidori in [22] , that the NHI fusing data collected in different points in time.
cannot be feedback-linearised. The real-time communication system guarantees a limit Among the major strategies for trajectory tracking and of the latency and therefore confines the reaction time and path following control are approaches making use of dynamic makes it predictable. Moreover, the low jitter of the real-time posture error models [23] , [24] , concepts involving integrator communication makes feedback control algorithms stable. The backstepping [25] , [26] and dynamic feedback linearisation majority of algorithms can only deal with a fixed latency.
[27], [28] . Most control schemes (including a discontinuous VII. PREDICTIVE TRAJECTORY TRACKING AND scheme in [29] ) designed for trajectory tracking suffer from PROPRIOCEPTIVE NAVIGATION singularities or loss of controllability at zero reference velocity,
i. e. they are incapable of compensating residual posture errors For Tinyphoon a predictive control algorithm is used, which after the reference trajectory reaches a stationary point.
enables both trajectory trackin andtpont stabilization [13] . Posture stabilization poses a much more difficult problem.
This algorithm is deployed in conjunction with a propriocep-The various approaches trying to circumvent the restrictions tive navigation algorithm, as depicted in Fig. 8 .
pointed out in [21] 
